IMPORTANT: PLEASE READ FIRST!
In the past, surveillance equipment was only used by the government and
private investigators. But now more and more people are finding a need for this
specialized equipment.
Millions of people are using nanny cams to check on their babysitters,
surveillance cameras to keep an eye on their homes and businesses and hidden
cameras to catch theft, abuse and infidelity. No other method can give you the
proof or evidence that a surveillance camera can.
Our products are easy to install yourself. If, however, you have a problem, we
will be glad to have someone from our tech support team give you a call and
walk you through everything.
We want to help you find the surveillance system that is right for you. But
before you get started, there are 3 important benefits, besides the fact our
hidden cameras are hand crafted, that set our cameras apart from others...
2.4 GHz Transmitters: We use only high powered 2.4 GHz transmitters that
can send video signals up to three times further than other transmitters.
Battery Packs: You have to supply power to wireless surveillance and hidden
cameras. This is usually done with a battery pack. Most battery packs can only
supply power for up to 5 hours. Then you have to throw that pack away and get
a new one. But our 12 volt battery pack lasts up to a whopping 8 hours...and
it's rechargeable!
Lens Technology: CCD (Charged Coupled Device) is the lens we use in our
cameras. There are cheaper lenses on the market, but none of them produce
the high quality images that CCD lenses do. CCD lenses are high resolution and
highly sensitive to light, allowing them to record in outdoor and low-light
conditions.
Now a word of warning! There are many cameras out there that use 1.2 GHz
transmitters and receivers. We have been asked why we don't. The reason is
1.2 GHz frequency is not approved by the FCC for transmitting wireless video.
The FCC is aware of the situation and is conducting an ongoing investigation
into the production and distribution of 1.2 GHz surveillance products. All of our
hidden cameras are FCC approved 2.4 GHz.
We've included some frequently asked questions in the center of this catalog. If
there is anything else you don't understand, please contact us.
We have a huge selection of surveillance equipment to choose from. But, if you
ever need something we don't stock or have a special request, just ask. We will
do our best to get you what you need.

HIDDEN CAMERAS
In the following pages you will find 32 everyday items with cameras hidden in them.
All our hidden cameras are hand crafted in the USA. They are easy to use and involve minimum, if any, installation. Use these
hidden cameras to protect property at your home or office, your children and your peace of mind.
I'm sure you'll find just the camera you'll need. They are very portable...easily moved from room to room or place to place.
All our wireless cameras come with a FREE 2.4 GHz receiver ($160.00 Value). Our wireless cameras can transmit up to 1000
feet...over 3 times the distance of most wireless cameras on the market.
High Power is available with most 2.4 GHz transmitters and will increase transmission distance up to an additional 1500 feet...
increasing your wireless transmission up to 2500 feet.
Black and white cameras feature .003 Lux which allows best possible images in almost complete darkness. Camera requires some
ambient light (night light, television).

Alarm Clock Hidden Camera

Sleep peacefully with the Alarm Clock hidden camera. A fully functional FM/AM
radio alarm clock with large LED display. Includes a single alarm, easy-to-see
alarm indicator, sleep button and alarm volume control. Full power back-up in
case of electricity loss.
Options: Available with built-in DVR. Completely self contained. No additional
recording device is needed. Video captured by camera is stored on a SD Card.
See page 13.
High Power is available with most 2.4 GHz transmitters and will increase
transmission distance up to an additional 1500 feet...increasing your wireless
transmission up to 2500 feet.

Includes: Wireless cameras include FREE 2.4 GHz receiver (a $160.00 value),
Black and white cameras feature .003 Lux which allows best possible images in
almost complete darkness. Camera requires some ambient light (night light,
television).
Color
Black & White
•HC-ALARC-WC Wired Camera - $184.00
•HC-ALARC-W Wired Camera - $162.00
•HC-ALARC-GC Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Transmitter •HC-ALARC-G Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Transmitter $357.00
$325.00
•HC-ALARC-GC-HP Wireless Camera & High Power 2.4 GHz
•HC-ALARC-G-HP Wireless Camera & High Power 2.4 GHz
Transmitter - $453.00
Transmitter - $431.00

Suspended Animation Clock Hidden Camera
A hidden camera disguised as a suspended animation clock. This is a fullyfunctional black clock with built in alarm. It includes a red programmable LED
float message that creates an optical illusion of time, dates and messages that
appear to float in mid-air. Includes 20 built-in messages or create and store
personal greetings up to 112 characters. Daylight Savings Time can be turned
on or off. Just plug in and go.
Includes: Wireless cameras include FREE 2.4 GHz receiver (a $160.00 value),
Black and white cameras feature .003 Lux which allows best possible images in
almost complete darkness. Camera requires some ambient light (night light,
television).
Black & White
•HC-ANMCK-W Wired Camera - $172.00
•HC-ANMCK-G Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $337.00
Color
•HC-ANMCK-WC Wired Color Camera - $196.00
•HC-ANMCK-GC Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $359.00

Camera Specifications
Image Sensor:
Resolution:
Min. Illumination:
Lens:
Power Required:

Black & White
1/3” Sony CCD
400 Lines
.003 Lux
3.7mm Wide Angle
12 volts

COLOR
1/4” CCD
380 Lines
1 Lux
3.7mm Wide Angle
12 Volts
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HIDDEN CAMERAS
Air Freshener Hidden Camera
The air freshener hidden camera is non-functioning as an air freshener but is perfect as a hidden camera. The
air freshener is powered by an 8 hour rechargeable battery pack, no wires or cords to plug in. Just set-up and
go. You'll be able to see everything happening in the room. Measures 8.5" by 3.5".
Includes: Wireless cameras include FREE 2.4 GHz receiver (a $160.00 value), Black and white cameras feature
.003 Lux which allows best possible images in almost complete darkness. Camera requires some ambient light
(night light, television).
Black & White
•HC-ARWCK-G Wireless Camera & FREE 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $354.00
Color
•HC-ARWCK-GC Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $376.00

Exit Sign Hidden Camera
You get safety and security all in one with an EXIT Sign hidden camera. Durable, safe for cool or hot conditions. Universal, easy
snap fit installation. AC only, 120 VAC, 12 watts.
Options: Available with built-in DVR. Completely self contained. No additional recording device is needed. Video captured by
camera is stored on a SD Card. See page 13.
High Power is available with most 2.4 GHz transmitters and will increase transmission distance up to an additional 1500
feet...increasing your wireless transmission up to 2500 feet.
Includes: Wireless cameras include FREE 2.4 GHz receiver (a $160.00 value), Black and white cameras feature .003 Lux which
allows best possible images in almost complete darkness. Camera requires some ambient light (night light, television).
Black & White
•HC-EXITS-W Wired Camera - $136.00
•HC-EXITS-G Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $303.00
•HC-EXITS-G-HP Wireless Camera & High Power 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $429.00
Color
•HC-EXITS-WC Wired Camera - $159.00
•HC-EXITS-GC Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $332.00
•HC-EXITS-GC-HP Wireless Camera & High Power 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $458.00

Mirror Hidden Camera
Mirror, mirror on the wall, catch that burglar once and for all. The Mirror hidden camera has a
natural wood finish frame and measures 15"(l) x 12"(w) x 2 3/4"(h). Powered by an 8 hour
rechargeable battery pack, no wires or cords to plug in.
Options: High Power is available with most 2.4 GHz transmitters and will increase
transmission distance up to an additional 1500 feet...increasing your wireless transmission
up to 2500 feet.
Includes: Wireless cameras include FREE 2.4 GHz receiver (a $160.00 value), Black and
white cameras feature .003 Lux which allows best possible images in almost complete
darkness. Camera requires some ambient light (night light, television).
Black & White
•HC-MIRRO-G Wireless Camera & FREE 2.4 GHz Receiver - $417.00
•HC-MIRRO-G-HP Wireless Camera & High Power 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $512.00
Color
•HC-MIRRO-GC Wireless Camera & FREE 2.4 GHz Receiver - $439.00
•HC-MIRRO-GC-HP Wireless Camera & High Power 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $543.00
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Camera Specifications
Image Sensor:
Resolution:
Min. Illumination:
Lens:
Power Required:

Black & White
1/3” Sony CCD
400 Lines
.003 Lux
3.7mm Wide Angle
12 volts

COLOR
1/4” CCD
380 Lines
1 Lux
3.7mm Wide Angle
12 Volts

HIDDEN CAMERAS

Tower Fan Hidden Camera

The Wind Tower hidden camera is ideal for most locations in your home. The fully-functioning space-saver
fan was designed for quiet performance. Features include: rotating fan/camera pans left and right, three
speeds and child safety grills to protect fingers. It's light weight design allows for easy portability.
Dimensions: 12.25” x 4.9” x 5.4”.
Options: Available with built-in DVR. Completely self contained. No additional recording device is needed.
Video captured by camera is stored on a SD Card. See page 13.
High Power is available with most 2.4 GHz transmitters and will increase transmission distance up to an
additional 1500 feet...increasing your wireless transmission up to 2500 feet.
Includes: Wireless cameras include FREE 2.4 GHz receiver (a $160.00 value), Black and white cameras
feature .003 Lux which allows best possible images in almost complete darkness. Camera requires some
ambient light (night light, television).
Black & White
•HC-WNDTN-G Wireless Camera & FREE 2.4 GHz Receiver - $320.00
•HC-WNDTN-G-HP Wireless Camera & High Power 2.4 GHz Receiver - $446.00
Color
•HC-WNDTN-GC Wireless Camera & FREE 2.4 GHz Receiver - $349.00
•HC-WNDTN-GC-HP Wireless Camera & High Power 2.4 GHz Receiver - $475.00

Boom Box Hidden Camera

Fully-functional portable AM/FM radio with CD Player hidden camera. AM/FM
radio, CD/CD-R/RW playback, headphone jack. 2 way power: AC/DC or 8 C
batteries (not included). CD player is fully programmable with repeat and
random.
Includes: Wireless cameras include FREE 2.4 GHz receiver (a $160.00
value), Black and white cameras feature .003 Lux which allows best possible
images in almost complete darkness. Camera requires some ambient light
(night light, television).
Options: Available with built-in DVR. Completely self contained. No
additional recording device is needed. Video captured by camera is stored
on a SD Card. See page 13.
High Power is available with most 2.4 GHz transmitters and will increase
transmission distance up to an additional 1500 feet...increasing your
wireless transmission up to 2500 feet.

Black & White
•HC-BMBOX-W Wired Camera - $172.00
•HC-BMBOX-G Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $337.00
•HC-BMBOX-G-HP Wireless Camera & High Power 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $456.00
Color
•HC-BMBOX-WC Wired Camera - $196.00
•HC-BMBOX-GC Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $359.00
•HC-BMBOX-GC-HP Wireless Camera & High Power 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $478.00

CO Detector Hidden Camera
This is a non-functioning carbon monoxide detector hidden camera. This hidden
camera is ideal because it plugs right in to a wall socket and can utilize many locations.
It can even be plugged into an outlet close to the floor and still view the entire room.
This item cannot be used to detect carbon monoxide.
Includes: Wireless cameras include FREE 2.4 GHz receiver (a $160.00 value), Black
and white cameras feature .003 Lux which allows best possible images in almost
complete darkness. Camera requires some ambient light (night light, television).
Black & White
•HC-CBNDT-G Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $315.00
Color
•HC-CBNDT-GC Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $340.00

Camera Specifications
Image Sensor:
Resolution:
Min. Illumination:
Lens:
Power Required:

Black & White
1/3” Sony CCD
400 Lines
.003 Lux
3.7mm Wide Angle
12 volts

COLOR
1/4” CCD
380 Lines
1 Lux
3.7mm Wide Angle
12 Volts
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CD Clock Radio Hidden Camera

HIDDEN CAMERAS

A fully-functioning Clock Radio hidden camera is perfect for bedrooms. It's a CD player, a clock and a radio all in one. Features
include dual alarm times - perfect for weekdays and weekends, wake-up to a CD, alarm buzzer or radio and a large backlit display
showing the time, CD track or radio frequency. Just plug in and go.
Options: High Power is available with most 2.4 GHz transmitters and will
increase transmission distance up to an additional 1500 feet...increasing
your wireless transmission up to 2500 feet.
Includes: Wireless cameras include FREE 2.4 GHz receiver (a $160.00
value), Black and white cameras feature .003 Lux which allows best
possible images in almost complete darkness. Camera requires some
ambient light (night light, television).
Black & White
•HC-CDCRD-W Wired Camera - $221.00
•HC-CDCRD-G Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $385.00
•HC-CDCRD-G-HP Wireless Camera & High Power 2.4 GHz Transmitter $495.00
Color
•HC-CDCRD-GC Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $408.00
•HC-CDCRD-WC Wired Camera - $244.00
•HC-CDCRD-GC-HP Wireless Camera & High Power 2.4 GHz Transmitter $512.00

Down View Smoke Detector Hidden Camera
The Down-View Smoke Detector hidden camera works best when mounted to the
ceiling. Therefore it can be installed in various locations such as over a cash register
or stock receiving doors. The smoke detector is non-functioning and should not be
used as a safety device.
Includes: Wireless cameras include FREE 2.4 GHz receiver (a $160.00 value), Black
and white cameras feature .003 Lux which allows best possible images in almost
complete darkness. Camera requires some ambient light (night light, television).
Black & White
•HC-DNVSM-W Wired Camera - $164.00
•HC-DNVSM-G Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $366.00
Color
•HC-DNVSM-WC Wired Camera - $187.00
•HC-DNVSM-GC Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $388.00

Tissue Box Hidden Camera
The wireless Tissue Box hidden camera is actually a cover that slips over an existing box of
tissues. The Tissue Box comes in a shiny black finish and fits multiple applications. Powered by
a 8 hour rechargeable battery pack, no wires or cords to plug in.
Options: High Power is available with most 2.4 GHz transmitters and will increase transmission
distance up to an additional 1500 feet...increasing your wireless transmission up to 2500 feet.
Includes: Wireless cameras include FREE 2.4 GHz receiver (a $160.00 value), Black and white
cameras feature .003 Lux which allows best possible images in almost complete darkness.
Camera requires some ambient light (night light, television).
Black & White
•HC-TISSU-G Wireless Camera with FREE 2.4 GHz Receiver - $357.00
•HC-TISSU-G-HP Wireless Camera with High Power 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $470.00
Color
•HC-TISSU-GC Wireless Camera with FREE 2.4 GHz Receiver - $371.00
•HC-TISSU-GC-HP Wireless Camera with High Power 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $487.00
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Camera Specifications
Image Sensor:
Resolution:
Min. Illumination:
Lens:
Power Required:

Black & White
1/3” Sony CCD
400 Lines
.003 Lux
3.7mm Wide Angle
12 volts

COLOR
1/4” CCD
380 Lines
1 Lux
3.7mm Wide Angle
12 Volts

HIDDEN CAMERAS
Screw Hidden Camera

Talk about a hidden camera. Mount anywhere a screw would normally be found. Who would ever
notice a tiny little screw is actually a camera? Wireless cameras powered by a 8 hour rechargeable
battery pack, no wires or cords to plug in. Wired cameras you just plug into a electrical socket.
Black & White models do not include X-Vision, minimum illumination is .05 Lux.
Black & White
•HC-SCREW-W Wired Camera - $113.00
•HC-SCREW-G Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $181.00
Color
•HC-SCREW-WC Wired Camera - $184.00
•HC-SCREW-GC Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $283.00

Button Hidden Camera
This Button Camera will replace a button on your shirt. Includes 5 additional buttons so
that all buttons on your shirt match. Wireless cameras powered by a 8 hour
rechargeable battery pack, no wires or cords to plug in. Wired cameras you just plug
into a electrical socket. Black & White models do not include X-Vision, minimum
illumination is .05 Lux.
Black & White
•HC-BTNCM-W Wired Camera - $113.00
•HC-BTNCM-G Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $181.00
Color
•HC-BTNCM-WC Wired Camera - $184.00
•HC-BTNCM-GC Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $283.00

Electrical Box Hidden Camera
If you need to monitor the outside of your property you will need the wireless Electrical Box
hidden camera. Just mount to a building or pole and you're ready to start monitoring. The box
measures 4 inches x 4 inches x 2 1/2 inches and is weatherproof.
Includes: Wireless cameras include FREE 2.4 GHz receiver (a $160.00 value), Black and white
cameras feature .003 Lux which allows best possible images in almost complete darkness.
Camera requires some ambient light (night light, television).
Options: Models with built-in DVR are completely self contained. No additional recording device
is needed. Video captured by camera is stored on a SD Card. Couldn’t be simpler than this.
Black & White
•HC-ELCBX-G Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $349.00
Color
•HC-ELCBX-GC Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $359.00

Cordless Phone Hidden Camera

A board camera turns this 2.4GHz combination cordless phone system into a hidden camera.
You receive 1 handset and base. Features include a digital answerer with message counter and
remote access. Call waiting and caller ID capabilities with English or Spanish voice prompts. Can
be mounted to a desk or wall and is hearing aid compatible. Camera is in the base of the phone.
Phone is completely functional.
Includes: Wireless cameras include FREE 2.4 GHz receiver (a $160.00 value), Black and white
cameras feature .003 Lux which allows best possible images in almost complete darkness. Camera
requires some ambient light (night light, television).
Black & White
•HC-CORPH-W Wired Camera - $167.00
•HC-CORPH-G Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $334.00
Color
•HC-CORPH-WC Wired Camera - $189.00
•HC-CORPH-GC Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $357.00

Camera Specifications
Image Sensor:
Resolution:
Min. Illumination:
Lens:
Power Required:

Black & White
1/3” Sony CCD
400 Lines
.003 Lux
3.7mm Wide Angle
12 volts

COLOR
1/4” CCD
380 Lines
1 Lux
3.7mm Wide Angle
12 Volts
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Desk Top Speakers Hidden Camera

HIDDEN CAMERAS

A cheating spouse or snoop would never suspect the Computer Speakers hidden camera is
watching them. The fully functional 2-piece speaker system works with PC's, iPod, MP3, CD
and DVD players. Includes easy power and volume controls with headphone output jack.
Includes: Wireless cameras include FREE 2.4 GHz receiver (a $160.00 value), Black and
white cameras feature .003 Lux which allows best possible images in almost complete
darkness. Camera requires some ambient light (night light, television).
Black & White
•HC-DSKSP-W Wired Camera - $126.00
•HC-DSKSP-G Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $312.00
Color
•HC-DSKSP-WC Wired Camera - $155.00
•HC-DSKSP-GC Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $340.00

Emergency Light Hidden Camera

The Emergency Light hidden camera gives you safety and security. Emergency lights last up to 1 1/2 hours during a power
outage. Can hang in a hallway, basement or any place you like. Includes 6 volt rechargeable battery (will only power light in powe
outage - not camera), high impact durable housing, test switch and LED charge indicator. Wireless units must be hardwired into
buildings electrical circuit.
Includes: Wireless cameras include FREE 2.4 GHz receiver (a $160.00
value), Black and white cameras feature .003 Lux which allows best
possible images in almost complete darkness. Camera requires some
ambient light (night light, television).
Black & White
•HC-EMGLT-W Wired Camera - $184.00
•HC-EMGLT-G Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $369.00
Color
•HC-EMGLT-WC Wired Camera - $230.00
•HC-EMGLT-GC Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $420.00

Baby Monitor Hidden Camera
Having a new baby can be very stressful. You never want to leave their side and
can barely get anything done around the house. Now you can know that your baby
is safe at all times with the puppy dog monitor. He is powered by a single 9 volt
battery. He sees and hears everthing using a hidden camera and speaker. The
signal is transmitted to a hand-held portable LCD monitor (uses 3 AAA batteries)
that you can carry around the house.
Includes: Stuffed animal with 2.4 GHz wireless camera and microphone, Portable
LCD monitor with volume control
•HC-BBMNT-GC Wireless Color Camera/Microphone & 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $206.00

Vanity Mirror Hidden Camera

Vanity mirrors are watching more than make-up applications these days. The wireless Vanity
Mirror hidden camera is perfect for a bedroom. Mirror includes touch control base which turns
the camera on or off and a two-sided mirror with normal and 7x magnification.
Includes: Wireless cameras include FREE 2.4 GHz receiver (a $160.00 value), Black and
white cameras feature .003 Lux which allows best possible images in almost complete
darkness. Camera requires some ambient light (night light, television).
Black & White
•HC-VNTMR-G Wireless Camera & FREE 2.4 GHz Receiver - $312.00
Color
•HC-VNTMR-GC Wireless Camera & FREE 2.4 GHz Receiver - $334.00
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Camera Specifications
Image Sensor:
Resolution:
Min. Illumination:
Lens:
Power Required:

Black & White
1/3” Sony CCD
400 Lines
.003 Lux
3.7mm Wide Angle
12 volts

COLOR
1/4” CCD
380 Lines
1 Lux
3.7mm Wide Angle
12 Volts

HIDDEN CAMERAS

Thermostat Hidden Camera

The thermostat is the last thing someone would suspect as a hidden camera. Just mount the
Thermostat hidden camera to a wall and go. The thermostat is non-functioning. Powered by a
8 hour rechargeable battery pack, no wires or cords to plug in.
Includes: Wireless cameras include 2.4 GHz receiver (a $160.00 value), Black and white
cameras feature .003 Lux which allows best possible images in almost complete darkness.
Camera requires some ambient light (night light, television).

Black & White
•HC-THMST-W Wired Camera - $187.00
•HC-THMST-G Wireless Camera with 2.4 GHz Receiver - $417.00
Color
•HC-THMST-WC Wired Camera - $210.00
•HC-THMST-GC Wireless Camera with 2.4 GHz Receiver - $431.00

Mantle Clock Hidden Camera

This fully functioning Mantle Clock hidden camera makes a great addition to your fireplace.
The Mantle Clock has an opening compartment which contains the camera (hidden) and
brain of the clock. Powered by a 8 hour rechargeable battery pack, no wires or cords to
plug in.
Includes: Wireless cameras include FREE 2.4 GHz receiver (a $160.00 value), Black and
white cameras feature .003 Lux which allows best possible images in almost complete
darkness. Camera requires some ambient light (night light, television).
Options: High Power is available with most 2.4 GHz transmitters and will increase
transmission distance up to an additional 1500 feet...increasing your wireless transmission
up to 2500 feet.
Black & White
•HC-MNLCK-W Wired Camera - $140.00
•HC-MNLCK-G Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Receiver - $366.00
•HC-MNLCK-G-HP Wireless High Power Camera 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $478.00
Color
•HC-MNLCK-WC Wired Camera - $169.00
•HC-MNLCK-GC Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Receiver - $380.00
•HC-MNLCK-GC-HP Wireless High Power Camera 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $485.00

Motion Detector Hidden Camera

It is common to find Motion Detectors in places like homes and businesses but most people would not
think one contains a hidden camera. Ideal because of it's small size. Motion Detector hidden camera can
be used in many locations. Includes rotating base mount and installs easily using wall screws. Does not
function as Motion Detector. Measures (2.75” x 2” x 4.5”)

Options: High Power is available with most 2.4 GHz transmitters and will increase transmission
distance up to an additional 1500 feet...increasing your wireless transmission up to 2500 feet.
All necessary power supplies and battery packs are included.
Includes: Wireless cameras include FREE 2.4 GHz receiver (a $160.00 value), Black and white cameras
feature .003 Lux which allows best possible images in almost complete darkness. Camera requires some
ambient light (night light, television).
Black & White
•HC-MOTIOD-W Wired Camera - $94.00
•HC-MOTIOD-G Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Receiver - $257.00
•HC-MOTIOD-G-HP Wireless Camera & High Power 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $366.00
Color
•HC-MOTIOD-WC Wired Camera - $125.00
•HC-MOTIOD-GC Wireless Camera & 2.4 GHz Receiver - $289.00
•HC-MOTIOD-GC-HP Wireless Camera & High Power 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $419.00

Camera Specifications
Image Sensor:
Resolution:
Min. Illumination:
Lens:
Power Required:

Black & White
1/3” Sony CCD
400 Lines
.003 Lux
3.7mm Wide Angle
12 volts

COLOR
1/4” CCD
380 Lines
1 Lux
3.7mm Wide Angle
12 Volts
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HIDDEN CAMERAS
Wall Clock Hidden Camera

It's time to know what's going on when you're not there. Do this with a standard quartz Wall
Clock hidden camera. Diameter measures 11 1/4 inches. Just hang-up it up, plug it in and go.
Options: Available with built-in DVR. Completely self contained. No additional recording
device is needed. Video captured by camera is stored on a SD Card. See page 13.
High Power is available with most 2.4 GHz transmitters and will increase transmission
distance up to an additional 1500 feet...increasing your wireless transmission up to 2500 feet.
Includes: Wireless cameras include FREE 2.4 GHz receiver (a $160.00 value), Black and
white cameras feature .003 Lux which allows best possible images in almost complete
darkness. Camera requires some ambient light (night light, television).
Black & White
•HC-WALLC1-W Wired Camera - $140.00
•HC-WALLC1-G Wireless Camera & FREE 2.4 GHz Receiver - $300.00
•HC-WALLC1-G-HP Wireless Camera & High Power 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $470.00
Color
•HC-WALLC1-WC Wired Camera - $169.00
•HC-WALLC1-GC Wireless Camera & FREE 2.4 GHz Receiver - $391.00
•HC-WALLC1-GC-HP Wireless Camera & High Power 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $504.00

Wall Clock Hidden Camera with Thermometer & Hygrometer
Think of all the times you would you like to know what's going on when you're away. Get a
Wall Clock hidden camera and you'll always know...at any time. This wall clock's diameter
measures 13 1/2 inches and includes a thermometer and hygrometer.
Options: High Power is available with most 2.4 GHz transmitters and will increase
transmission distance up to an additional 1500 feet...increasing your wireless transmission up
to 2500 feet.
Includes: Wireless cameras include FREE 2.4 GHz receiver (a $160.00 value), Black and
white cameras feature .003 Lux which allows best possible images in almost complete
darkness. Camera requires some ambient light (night light, television).
Black & White
•HC-WALLC2-W Wired Camera - $162.00
•HC-WALLC2-G Wireless Camera & FREE 2.4 GHz Receiver - $391.00
•HC-WALLC2-G-HP Wireless Camera & High Power 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $504.00
Color
•HC-WALLC2-WC Wired Camera - $184.00
•HC-WALLC2-GC Wireless Camera & FREE 2.4 GHz Receiver - $414.00
•HC-WALLC2-GC-HP Wireless Camera & High Power 2.4 GHz Transmitter - $527.00

Wall Clock Hidden Camera - Neon Blue
The neon blue Wall Clock hidden camera is perfect for a bar, restaurant or even a
contemporary home. Clock's diameter measures 14 1/2 inches. Just hang-up, plug-in and go.
Options: Available with built-in DVR. Completely self contained. No additional recording
device is needed. Video captured by camera is stored on a SD Card. See page 13.
Includes: Wireless cameras include FREE 2.4 GHz receiver (a $160.00 value), Black and
white cameras feature .003 Lux which allows best possible images in almost complete
darkness. Camera requires some ambient light (night light, television).
Black & White
•HC-WALLC3-W Wired Camera - $184.00
•HC-WALLC3-G Wireless Camera & FREE 2.4 GHz Receiver - $351.00
Color
•HC-WALLC3-WC Wired Camera - $206.00
•HC-WALLC3-GC Wireless Camera & FREE 2.4 GHz Receiver - $363.00
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Camera Specifications
Image Sensor:
Resolution:
Min. Illumination:
Lens:
Power Required:

Black & White
1/3” Sony CCD
400 Lines
.003 Lux
3.7mm Wide Angle
12 volts

COLOR
1/4” CCD
380 Lines
1 Lux
3.7mm Wide Angle
12 Volts

Portable Mini Hidden Cameras with Built-In DVR
Stick Hidden Camera with Built-in DVR & Audio
If your surveillance needs require mobility then this mini spy camera is for you. This all in one video and
audio recorder is perfect for capturing surveillance video and still shots on the fly. No need to bother with
multiple devices and the pocket clip allows for hands free recording. Just turn it on and go.
Surveillance stick is complete with camera and 2 GB DVR. Built-in lithium battery lasts up to 2 hours and
is recharged when you connect it to your computer's USB port. There is no additional software needed to
view video on your computer. Supports Windows 98/98SE/2000/XP/VISTA OS/ Linux, it can auto-identify
the operating system and install related drivers, no need to manually install (except Windows 98).
Features: pocket clip, built-in 2GB of memory, AVI video format (352 x 288), instructional manual,
records audio and video, time/date stamp overlay, captures still snapshots, no additonal software needed,
micro SD card slot.
Specifications: Image Sensor: 1/6 Color CMOS, Resolution: 352x288, Memory: 2GB, Video Format: AVI,
Pixels: 300,000, View Angle: 500 degrees, Dimensions: 2 7/8” (h) x 3/4“ (w) x 1/2” (d)
•HC-STICK Portable Stick Hidden Camera with DVR & Audio - $89.00

Watch Hidden Camera with Built-in DVR & Audio
Our Watch Hidden Camera is a state of the art body worn complete surveillance system. This wire-free
wristwatch contains the latest in miniaturized video technology. We've squeezed a color camera,
microphone, power source and a 4 GB digital video recorder inside a stylish silver watch. The watch is also
fully functional. Just slide the watch on your wrist, press the power switch and go. Perfect for covert
evidence collection or hidden investigation or surveillance assignments. When you are ready to view the
video or recharge the built-in lithium battery (full battery runs 2 hours), simply plug the watch into your
computer's USB port. No additional software required to view video but you will need an MPEG-4 viewer.
Supports 98/98SE/2000/XP and VISTA.
Features: fully functional, micro all-in-one surveillance system, body worn, color camera, microphone, 4
GB DVR, time & date stamp, rechargeable lithium battery, AVI video format.
Specifications: Image sensor: 1/6 color CMOS, Pixel: 300,000 pixels, Audio: Yes, View Angle: 50
degrees, Interface: USB 2.0, Store Memory: built-in Flash 4GB, Video File Size: about 6-8 Megs per
minute (depending on audio), Recording Mode: Continuous recording, Photo formats: JPEG, Photo
resolution: 640*480 pixels, Video formats: AVI, Image resolution: 352*288 pixels, Video Record Speed:
15 FPS, Battery Type: built-in Rechargeable Lithium-ion 4.2V, Battery Capacity: 270mHA, Working
Current: 200mA, Battery Support time: about 2 hours, Adaptor Type: USB adaptor charging cable,
Charging time: Takes 2-3 hours •HC-WATCH Portable Watch Hidden Camera with DVR & Audio - $118.00

Pen Hidden Video Camera/Mini DVR/Thumb Drive with Audio
This pen hidden camera plus audio is a super small camera with a mini DVR to record all the action. It even writes
like a normal pen. No drivers or outside power source needed. It will charge plugged into the wall and when it is
plugged into the computer.
Perfect camera for "body worn" application. Just click it like you would any ball point pen to start recording. Can
record for a full two hours on a single charge. Recordings can be later downloaded via high speed USB 2.0 to your PC
for viewing and storing.
You can even use it as a thumb drive to move files from one computer to another. Will hold 2 Gigs of files. Supports
Windows 98/98SE/2000/XP/VISTA and Linux, it can auto-identify the operating system and install related drivers, no
need to manually install (except Windows 98).
Features: Ball-point pen shape with both video/audio recorder and highly sensitive microphone can record the audio
clearly in the range of 15 feet, working ball point pen with exchangeable standard ball-point refill, suitable for any
computer and other equipment with USB port, USB2.0 Standard port, no need of drivers and external power supply
Specifications: Image Sensor: 1/6 Color CMOS, Resolution: 352x288,
Memory: 2GB, Video Format: AVI, Pixels: 300,000, View Angle: 500
degrees
•HC-PEN Portable Pen Hidden Camera with DVR & Audio - $101.00
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Frequently Asked Questions
Surveillance Definitions AGC - Automatic Gain Control is an electronic system found in many types of devices. Its purpose
is to control the gain of a system in order to maintain adequate performance over a range of input
signal levels. Or An electronic circuit that tries to keep the video signal at a constant level
(1volt peak-peak). Useful on cameras working at low light levels
AI - Auto Iris is an electronic circuit that acts as an iris on CCD cameras by electronically
shuttering the CCD sensor. Or An automatic method of varying the size of a lens opening in
response to changes in scene illumination.
AWB - Auto White Balance is an electronic process used in video cameras to retain true colors.
It is performed electronically on the basis of a white object in the picture.
CCD - Charged Coupled Device: It is analog technology. The CCD camera has a little bit higher
resolution than CMOS. The camera also functions better in low light. A CCD camera drains a little
bit more power than the CMOS cameras. It uses 12v instead of 9v. CMOS camera is smaller than a
CCD camera and works longer with the 9v battery.
CMOS - Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor: a lower resolution camera compared to a CCD model.
The advantage of a CMOS camera is that it uses lower operation current.
HAD CCD - Hole Accumulation Diode is a type of CCD sensor with a layer designed to accumulate
holes (in the electronic sense), thus reducing noise level.
S to N Ratio - Signal to Noise Ratio is simply the ratio of the signal power and noise power,
expressed in decibels (dB). Or measure of noise on a video signal. It is represented in Decibels
as the level of the video signal compared to the level of noise present on that signal. The
higher the signal to noise ratio the better.
BLC - Balance Light Control is a method to compensate for bright spots in a picture. It is also
important to consider whether there are bright spots in the picture such as car headlights which
can make identification of the vehicle registration or model impossible. This can also be a major
problem where it is necessary to identify a person who is moving from bright daylight into
artificial light. This could result in the subject becoming an unidentifiable silhouette.
OSD - On Screen Display is a method of displaying set-up information or instructions on to a
display monitor.
Resolution - Resolution measures the cameras ability to reproduce an image. The higher the
resolution, the better the picture quality.
LUX - LUX is the measurement of low light needed for the camera to view and record properly.
FPS - Frames Per Second is the number of still frames (pictures) that give the illusion of motion,
which appear in a single second of time.30fps is considered "Real Time". So for Real Time viewing
of your cameras, you need at least 30fps for each camera.
IR - Infrared, IR LEDS are used on Day/Night cameras which allow the camera to see in the dark.
Focal Length - the distance from the surface of a lens and its focal point.
Questions How do hidden cameras work? A small board camera is built into an everyday item. The camera can
be wired which means it is connected to the DVR or VCR using a cable. The camera can also be
wireless, in this case the camera transmits a signal to a receiver that is connected to the
DVR or VCR.
Can I get audio in my hidden camera? - No you cannot. According to United States federal laws,
audio should not be used in a surreptitious manner. One example of surreptitious interception is
audio in a hidden camera. This includes pinhole board cameras and all covert or hidden cameras;
i.e., a clock radio. Audio in a hidden camera or board camera is only available to law enforcement
agencies. Title 18, Section 2512.
What is the difference between a wired and a wireless camera? - Wired cameras have a video cable
that runs from the camera to your recording or viewing device such as a DVR, VCR or monitor.
Wireless cameras have a built-in transmitter that sends the video signal to a receiver. The
receiver connects to your recording or viewing device.
How far can a wireless hidden camera transmit? - Standard wireless hidden cameras can transmit up
to 1000 feet and high-powered wireless hidden cameras can transmit up to 2500 feet.
How many wireless cameras can you have in one location? - You can have up to four wireless
cameras in one location. You can view all cameras at once using four receivers or you can use one
receiver and switch to each camera. You will only be able to view one camera at a time if you only
use one receiver. If you want to install multiple wireless cameras in one location it's best to
order them at the same time so that we can put them on different channels.
Will a cordless phone interfere with wireless cameras? - Cordless phones that operate on the 2.4
GHz frequency will cause interference with 2.4 GHz cameras. Interference should be minimal and
usually occurs if the phone is between the camera and receiver. Wireless Internet, networks and
Wifi can cause interference too.
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Frequently Asked Questions
What is a Quad? - A Quad is used with a VCR or other single channel recording device that splits
your monitor into 4 sections allowing you to view 4 cameras at once.
What is a 2.4 GHz wireless frequency? - A frequency is used to transmit a signal or data like
video. 2.4GHz is the specific wireless frequency that our tranmitters use to send video signal
to a receiver. All of our wireless cameras operate on the 2.4 GHz frequency. Range varies from
200' to 700' depending on environmental conditions. These units are FCC approved.
Are the transmitters FCC approved? - The transmitters used in all of our wireless systems are
FCC and Industry Canada Certified.
What is CCD? - CCD is used in professional cameras because of it's high resolution quality and
it's ability to record in low-light situations. CCD is basically a small silicon chip that
receives light and turns it into voltage variations which makes up an image. It's usually
measured in inches with 1/3" CCD being the standard. They are higher priced but are great for
cameras that may require vision in near darkness.
Will a Quad allow four cameras to record at the same time? - Yes you can record all four cameras
at the same time. You also can record using a switching monitor, which will record the camera
that is showing at that moment.
Do the receivers work through walls up to two feet thick? - Yes as long as there isn't excessive
amount of metal in the wall.
Do the plug and play connections require extra wire to run the signal back to the VCR or TV? Yes, you need to buy the length of cable you need we offer the CA-25, CA-50, CA-100 and the CA-150.
What is the difference between a PC based DVR and a Embedded(stand alone) DVR? - A PC based DVR has
all the functions of a computer. An embedded DVR functions only as a DVR.
How many hours will a DVR record? - The amount of time a DVR will record for is based on the
size of the DVRs hard drive, the number of cameras recording and the number of frames per second
it is recording at. Our stand alone DVRs uses 3.4GB per camera per day. 4 camera stand alone on
250GB hard drive will record for 18 days. 8 camera stand alone on 250GB hard drive will record for
9 days. 16 camera stand alone on 500GB hard drive will record for 9 days.
What is a Plug and Play connection camera? - It is an RCA Video plug and a power plug on the
camera for easy connection to VCR or TV. This is done by running the RCA (Aux) line into the
VIDEO IN of the VCR or TV. The TV or VCR must be set on the correct channel to view the VIDEO
IN picture.
How many cameras can I hook up to one TV? - You can hook up as many cameras as your TV has
inputs. Most TVs have 2 inputs but when using a quad you can hook up four cameras.
How long will the camera last with a 9-volt battery? - The Cyber Eye and BD-127 will last 5 hours.
Between what temperatures is it safe for cameras to operate in?
It is safe for B/W cameras to operate between -23°C to + 50°C or -10ºF to +122ºF
It is safe for color cameras to oeperate between -23º C to +40ºC or -10ºF to +104ºF
It is safe to store cameras between -30ºC to +70ºC or -22ºF to +158ºF
What is the operating voltage of a camera? - Our cameras range from 9 volts (CMOS) to 12volts,
and also 24 volt professional models.
What is a varifocal lens? - A varifocal lens is one where the focal length of the lens can be
varied. This is a fancy way of saying it is a zoom lens. Most varifocal lenses have, and in almost
all circumstances should have, an auto iris feature.
What is a fixed lens? - A fixed focal length lens cannot zoom. The focus is fixed. A fixed focal
length lens usually allows more light to pass through the lens at a given focal length than a
varifocal, or zoom lens. This can be important in low light situations.
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ALL INCLUSIVE DVR HIDDEN CAMERAS

Something fishy is going on but you can't put your finger on it. You need a hidden camera to catch what you cannot but how do
you record what the camera sees? Where do you put the DVR? How much cable to you need? If you go wireless, will there be
interference? Skip the headache and guesswork with one of our all inclusive hidden cameras with a built-in DVR. Literally, plug
them in the wall, point them in the direction you want to record and using the remote, start recording. It’s that easy.
To review what you recorded, you remove the SD card and plug it into the SD card reader on your computer. If you don't have a
SD card reader, we have them available. An 8GB SD card is included with each camera.
DVR features include: motion activated and scheduled recording, motion detection area masking, time and date stamp, high,
medium and low recording options, remote control operation, MPEG4 file format and composite video out. To contol the features
simply plug the camera into your TV, point and click.

DVR Record Time

Resolution
640x480
320x240

Frame Rate
12 FPS
30 FPS

Recording Quality

High
8hrs
16hrs

Med
Low
48hrs 72hrs
96hrs 144hrs

Exit Sign Hidden Camera
•HC-EXITS-DVR Color Camera
With Built-In DVR - $471.00

Boom Box Hidden Camera

•HC-BMBOX-DVR Color Camera
With Built-In DVR - $509.00
FREE 8GB SD-CARD Included
Boom box is fully functional.

FREE 8GB SD-CARD Included

Wall Clock Hidden Camera

Exit sign is fully functional.

•HC-WALLC1-DVR Color Camera
With Built-In DVR - $471.00

Alarm Clock Hidden Camera

FREE 8GB SD-CARD Included

•HC-ALARC-DVR Color Camera
With Built-In DVR - $492.00

Wall clock is fully functional.

FREE 8GB SD-CARD Included
Alarm clock is fully functional.

Air Purifier Hidden Camera
•HC-ARPUR-DVR Color Camera
With Built-In DVR - $471.00
FREE 8GB SD-CARD Included

Wall Clock Hidden Camera
•HC-WALLC3-DVR Color Camera
With Built-In DVR - $509.00
FREE 8GB SD-CARD Included
Wall clock is fully functional.

Air purifier is fully functional.

Air Freshener Hidden Camera

Desk Lamp Hidden Camera

•HC-ARFSH-DVR Color Camera With
Built-In DVR - $471.00

•HC-DSKLP-DVR Color
Camera With Built-In DVR $514.00

FREE 8GB SD-CARD Included

FREE 8GB SD-CARD Included

Does not function as an air freshener.

Desk lamp is fully functional.

Electrical Outlet Hidden Camera
•HC-OUTLT-DVR Color Camera With
Built-In DVR - $453.00
FREE 8GB SD-CARD Included
Does not function as an electrical outlet.

Camera Specifications
Image Sensor:
Resolution:
Min. Illumination:
Lens:
13
Power Required:

COLOR
DVR Specifications
1/4” CCD
System:
380 Lines
Codec:
1 Lux
Frame Rate:
3.7mm Wide Angle
Storage Media:
12 Volts
Power Required:

Tower Fan Hidden Camera
•HC-WNDTN-DVR Color
Camera With Built-In DVR $487.00
FREE 8GB SD-CARD Included
Fan is fully functional.

NTSC/PAL
MPEG4-SP ASF
30 fps/320x240, 12 fps/640x480
SD Card
12 Volts

4, 8 or 16 Channel Digital Video Recorder (DVR) Systems
Whether you have a large or small area to secure one of our DVR systems will work for you. Not only will this system digitally
record video, but if you have Internet access you can see what is going on in real-time from anywhere in the world. Available in
a wired or wireless version complete with cameras, a DVR and all necessary cables and components.

4 Channel Wireless Digital Video Recording Complete System
This surveillance system allows you to install up to 4 wireless cameras to digitally
record all activity. This DVR has full networking capability and uses an embedded
DVR which allows you to view live video on the Internet. This complete surveillance
system includes the following plus mouse and remote and a just-for-you discount:
(1) Stand Alone 4 channel DVR. (SA-DVR-4)
(4) Day/Night Color Wireless Bullet Cameras (BC-30GC)
(4) 2.4 GHz Video Receivers (TR-2.4)
(1) 17 inch LCD Monitor (LCD-17)
If you bought these items separately this system would
cost you $2,328.00. But by purchasing the complete
system you only pay $2,158.00...a savings of $170.00
•CS-DVR4CH-GC 4 Channel Wireless Surveillance System - $2,158.00

4 Channel Wired Digital Video Recording Complete System
This surveillance system allows you to install up to 4 wired cameras to digitally
record all activity. This DVR has full networking capability and uses an embedded
DVR which allows you to view live video on the Internet. Keyboard and mouse
included. This complete surveillance system includes the following plus a mouse and
remote and a just-for-you discount:
(1) Stand Alone 4 channel DVR. (SA-DVR-4)
(4) Day/Night Color Wired Bullet Cameras (BC-30WC)
(4) 100 foot Video Cables (CA-100)
(1) 17 inch LCD Monitor (LCD-17)
If you bought these items separately this system would cost you
$1,656.00. But by purchasing the complete system you only pay
$1,523.00...a savings of $133.00
•CS-DVR4CH 4 Channel Wired Surveillance System - $1,523.00

8 Channel Wireless Digital Video Recording Complete System
This surveillance system allows you to install up to 8 cameras (4 wired
and 4 wireless cameras) to digitally record all activity. This DVR has full
networking capability and uses an embedded DVR which allows you to
view live video on the Internet. This complete surveillance system
includes the following plus a mouse and remote and a just-for-you
discount:
(1) Stand Alone 8 channel DVR. (SA-DVR-8)
(4) Day/Night Color Wired Bullet Cameras (BC-30WC)
(4) Day/Night Color Wireless Bullet Cameras (BC-30GC)
(4) 100 foot Video Cables (CA-100)
(4) 2.4 GHz Video Receivers (TR-2.4)
(1) 17 inch LCD Monitor (LCD-17)
If you bought these items separately this system would cost you $3,324.00. But by purchasing the complete system you only pay
$3,087.00...a savings of $237.00
•CS-DVR8CH-GC 8 Channel Wireless Surveillance System - $3,087.00

8 Channel Wired Digital Video Recording System
This surveillance system allows you to install up to 8 wired cameras to
digitally record all activity. This DVR has full networking capability and uses
an embedded DVR which allows you to view live video on the Internet. All
cameras, cables, monitor, remote and mouse included. If you'd like to pick
your own cameras, etc., we suggest you start with our 8 channel DVR. This
complete surveillance system includes the following plus a just-for-you
discount:
(1) Stand Alone 8 channel DVR (SA-DVR-8)
(8) Day/Night Color Wired Bullet Cameras (BC-30WC)
(8) 100 foot Video Cables (CA-100)
(1) 17 inch LCD Monitor (LCD-17)
If you bought these items separately this system would cost you $2,652.00. But by purchasing the complete system
you only pay $2,450.00...a savings of $202.00
•CS-DVR8CH 8 Channel Wired Surveillance System - $2,450.00
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4, 8 or 16 Channel Digital Video Recorder (DVR) Systems
16 Channel Wireless DVR Complete System

This surveillance system allows you to install up to 16
cameras (12 wired and 4 wireless cameras) to digitally
record all activity. This DVR has full networking capability
and uses an embedded DVR which allows you to view live
video on the Internet. This mega video recording system
is perfect for operations that need to keep an eye on a
large number of locations. This complete surveillance
system includes the following plus a mouse and remote
and a just-for-you discount:
(1) Stand Alone 16 channel DVR. (SA-DVR-16), (12)
Day/Night Color Wired Bullet Cameras (BC-30WC),
(4) Day/Night Color Wireless Bullet Cameras (BC-30GC),
(12) 100 foot Video Cables (CA-100), (4) 2.4 GHz Video
Receivers (TR-2.4), (1) 17 inch LCD Monitor (LCD-17).
If you bought these items separately this system would cost you $4,861.00. But by purchasing the complete system you only
pay $4,555.00...a savings of $306.00
•CS-DVR16CH-GC 16 Channel Wireless Surveillance System - $4,555.00

16 Channel Wired Digital Video Recording System

This surveillance system allows you to install up to 16 wired
cameras to digitally record all activity. This DVR has full
networking capability and uses an embedded DVR which
allows you to view live video on the Internet. This complete
surveillance system includes the following plus a mouse and
remote and a just-for-you discount: (1) Stand Alone 16
channel DVR (SA-DVR-16), (16) Day/Night Color Wired Bullet
Cameras (BC-30WC), (16) 100 foot Video Cables (CA-100),
(1) 17 inch LCD Monitor (LCD-17)
If you bought these items separately this system would cost
you $4,189.00. But by purchasing the complete system you
only pay $3,950.00...a savings of $239.00
•CS-DVR16CH
16 Channel Wired Surveillance System - $3,950.00

4 Channel Wired USB DVR Surveillance System
The USB DVR is a surveillance computer hardware that turns your home or
office computer into a powerful, global-wide video surveillance system in 5
minutes or less. Now we’ve put together a complete wired USB DVR all-in-one
surveillance package for you.
4 Channel Wired USB DVR System includes the following plus a just-for-you
discount:
(1) USB Digital Video Recorder (DVR-USB)
(4) Day/Night Color Wired Bullet Cameras (BC-30WC)
(4) 100 foot Video Cables (CA-100)
If you bought these items separately this system would cost you $545.00. But
by purchasing the complete system you only pay $497.00...a savings of
$48.00
•CS-USB4CH 4 Channel Wired Surveillance System - $497.00

4 Channel Wireless USB DVR Surveillance System
The USB DVR is a surveillance computer hardware that turns your home or office
computer into a powerful, global-wide video surveillance system in 5 minutes or
less. Now we’ve put together a complete wired USB DVR all-in-one surveillance
package for you. 4 Channel Wireless USB DVR System includes the following plus a
just-for-you discount:
(1) USB Digital Video Recorder (DVR-USB)
(4) Day/Night Color Wireless Bullet Cameras (BC-30GC)
(4) 2.4 GHz Video Receivers (TR-2.4)
If you bought these items separately this system would cost you $1217.00. But by
purchasing the complete system you only pay $1,100.00...a savings of $117.00
•CS-USB4CH-GC 4 Channel Wireless Surveillance System - $1,100.00
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Embedded (Stand Alone) DVRs

Embedded DVRs do not use a Windows® operating system. In fact, there is no software at all on the hard drive. All functions
are contained (embedded) on software encoded computer chips. View in real time. Easy setup. The Embedded series Digital
Video Recorders (DVR) operate just like a VCR. However, they have many features that make them more powerful and easier to
use than even the most advanced VCR.
This DVR converts analog video (NTSC or PAL) to digital images, and records them on a hard disk drive. Using a disk drive allows
users to access recorded video almost instantaneously without having to rewind or fast forward tape. There is no need to adjust
tracking. You can freeze frames and forward or rewind without image streaking or tearing. Digital video can be indexed by
time/date or events, and users can instantly view video after selecting the time/date or event.
All features can be controlled from the front panel or from any computer (except SA-DVR-4M). The rear panel provides
convenient connection for video and audio input/output.

4 Channel Embedded DVR with Monitor

8 Channel Embedded DVR
Front of DVR

Back of DVR

4 Channel Embedded DVR

Features: MPEG4
Video Compression
•Comes with Built-In Monitor
and Network
•160GB Hard Drive Included
Streaming, USB
•Not Networkable
Mouse / IR Remote
•Cannot View Live on the Internet
Control Included,
•Cameras NOT Included
Multi-Lingual, USB
Specifications
Backup, works with
Video Input = 4ch BNC
Windows
Video Output = 2ch BNC
SmartPhone &
Display Frame Rate = 120fps
PDA, all DVR functions controllable through
Record Frame Rate = 30fps
Record Mode = Continuous, Time, Motion remote access, 4 record quality settings,
Manual/scheduled/motion detection recording,
LCD Monitor = 10.4” Color, 800X600
12v power, 24 month warranty
Resolution = NTSC 720x480
Specifications: Video Format = MPEG4, Video
USB = Play Back
Input = 4 ch composite BNC, Video Output =
Hard Drive = 160GB
VGA & Composite BNC, Audio In = 1 ch RCA,
Compression = MJPEG
Audio Out = 1 ch RCA, Hard Drive = 250GB,
(12-20K Bytes per frame)
Recording Resolution = 720x240 (NTSC), 360 x
•SA-DVR-4M - $875.00
240 (NTSC), LAN Connector = RJ45, Dimensions
= 8.5" (L) x 8" (D) x 1.5" (H)
•SA-DVR-4 - $59500
Features: Industrial durability shock resistance & stability, Records 8
channels simultaneously in high resolution (720x240), 12v power, New
H.264 compression allows longer record time in same amount of space,
Real time recording, USB backup, multi-lingual, Simultaneously record,
playback and operate network, all DVR functions controllable through
remote access, Easy to retrieve video, time and alarm information, easy
to restore and power on in case of power failure, up to 8 wired cameras,
includes mouse and remote control. 1 year warranty.
Specifications: Video input = 8ch composite BNC, Video output =
Composite BNC, VGA output, Audio input = 2 ch RCA, Audio output = 2 ch
RCA, Alarm input = 8ch, 3 Alarm outputs, LAN Connector = RJ45, PTZ
Control = RS485, Frames per second = Real time 240fps, Hard Drive =
250GB
•SA-DVR-8 - $1,131.00

16 Channel Embedded DVR
Front of DVR

Back of DVR

8 & 16 Ch DVR Dimensions 17” (L) x 12” (D) x 3” (H)
Features: Industrial durability shock resistance & stability, Records 8
channels simultaneously in high resolution (720x240), 12v power, New
H.264 compression allows longer record time in same amount of space,
Real time recording, USB backup, multi-lingual, Simultaneously record,
playback and operate network, all DVR functions controllable through
remote access, Easy to retrieve video, time and alarm information, easy
to restore and power on in case of power failure, up to 8 wired cameras,
includes mouse and remote control. 1 year warranty.
Specifications: Video input = 16ch composite BNC, Video output =
Composite BNC, VGA output, Audio input = 2 ch RCA, Audio output = 2 ch
RCA, Alarm input = 8ch, 3 Alarm outputs, LAN Connector = RJ45, PTZ
Control = RS485, Frames per second = Real time 240fps, Hard Drive =
500GB •SA-DVR-16 - $1,748.00
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Video Recording

Mini Digital Video Recorder

This portable motion activated mini digital video recorder can record up to 40 Hours of video. Video is
viewed with the built-in 3.5" LCD Screen or you can connect it to a TV. Data can also be transferred
to a computer via USB 2.0 cable (included). Unit can store about 910 hours of audio. This unit is
great for body-worn applications and fits easily into a fanny pack.
Includes: AC/DC Adaptor, Lithium-Ion Battery, Carrying Case, Stereo Earphone, A/V Cable x 2, USB
2.0 Cable
Specifications: Video Recording: MPEG-4 Video Recorder/Player, Resolution: 320X240 Pixels, Power:
DC5V /100~240 AC Adaptor, Size: 5"(W) x 3 3/8"(H) x 1 3/8"(D), Weight: 12 ounces, Storage
Capacity: 40GB Hard Drive, Display: 3.5" LCD with LED Backlight, Interface: High Speed USB 2.0,
Battery: 7.4 V 1800mAh rechargeable LI-Ion •DVR-9800 - $791.00

USB Digital Video Recorder

•DVR-USB - $85.00

The USB DVR is a surveillance computer hardware that turns your home or office computer
into a powerful, global-wide video surveillance system in 5 minutes or less. Connect this
compact device to any desktop or laptop via USB port. Then you can record live video from the
camera connected to the PC’s hard drive.
Features: MPEG4 compression, records to HDD, USB DISK, ZIP Drive and CD/RW. Remote
surveillance and PTZ control, user friendly interface, 5 levels of recording quality, Intel P4
Celeron processor minimum 1700MHz Motherboard Intel 845/865/915 series, HDD 80G
minimum, RAM 256M minimum, Video Card GeForce2, GeForce4, FX5200, ATI Rage128 OS
Windows 2000(SP4 above)/2003(SP1 above)/XP(SP2 above)/VISTA and Direct X 9.0 USB 2.0
Specifications: Input type: RCA, Video input: 4 ch, Audio input: 2 ch, Video output: 1 ch
VGA, Display rate: 30fps, Recording rate: 30fps, Compression format: MPEG4, Video
resolution: 640 x 480, 320 x 240, Record modes: motion, schedule, manual

8 Channel Portable Digital Video Recording System
Perfect for Private Investigators, Building Contractors, Security
Companies. This multi-channel portable DVR is a stand alone system.
You can remotely configure this system through the Internet using
the included software. Easily go from wireless to wired by just
plugging in a cable. Can use up to 8 cameras including a combination
of wired and wireless. Works with any of our security cameras
(except CyberEye). Cameras not included.
Features: Industrial durability shock resistance & stability, New
H.264 compression allows longer record time in same amount of
space, Multi-lingual, Simultaneously Record, playback and operate
network , all DVR functions controllable through remote access,
Easy to retrieve video, time and alarm information, easy to restore
and power on in case of power failure, Touch mouse for navigation
and easy operation, up to 8 wired cameras or 6 wired and 2
wireless cameras, Built in 14 inch LCD Monitor, 1 year warranty
(except battery).
Specifications: Video input: 8ch composite, LAN Connector: RJ45, Resolution Record: CIF 240
frame, D1 60 frame, Frames per second: Real time recording at 240fps (30fps per channel),
Hard Drive: 250GB, Power: continuous, 110/240V AC and 2 hour backup battery, Camera Input:
8 - Inputs 2 wireless / 6 wired or 8 wired, Video System NTSC, Video Compression: H.264
•PSS-8CH Wired or Wireless Multi-Channel Portable System - $2,834.00

Exterior Dimensions:
16.00"L x 13.00"W x 7.00"D
Weight: 19.05 lbs

Back of Unit

IP Cameras

Unlike analog cameras, IP cameras can plug directly into your computer or DVR. They use an IP address to transmit video
through a network using Ethernet/CAT5 cable. Because IP cameras can connect to any computer, DVR or existing network little to
no additonal hardware is required, reducing your system cost. All of the IP cameras include set-up and viewing software. Included
IP camera software will support up to 16 cameras. Because IP cameras can connect into a network you can login remotely and
view or playback video. You can also set-up email to notify you of motion. Power adaptor included with all IP cameras.

Wired Indoor/Outdoor Infrared IP Camera

Wired and Wireless Indoor IP Camera

Features: Indoor wired or wireless cameras, easy to install
and configure, clean and crisp picture.

Specifications: Resolution: 640 x 480, Image
Sensor: Color CMOS, Lens: f: 4.57 mm, F: 1.9, OS:
98SE/ME/2000/XP, Power: DC 5V, switching type,
Dimension: 5.25"(L) x 1.75"(H) x 2.75(D)
•IP-224G Wireless Indoor IP Camera - $227.00
•IP-225W Wired Indoor IP Camera - $189.00
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Wired

Wireless

Features: Weatherproof IR/Day
and night IP Camera IR working
distance: 60ft Water Resistance:
IP66 Video Compression:
M-JPEG4

Specifications:
Image Sensor: 1/3" CCD, Horizontal
Resolution: 420 TV Lines, Pixels: 704 x
576, OS: Windows 2000/XP Linux,
LEDs: 23, Lens: Board Lens 6mm, S/N Ratio: 48dB (AGC OFF),
Video Out: Composite (1.0Vp-p, 75), Power: DC12V 350mA,
Dimension: 7.75"(L) x 2.5"(H) x 2.5"(D)
•IP-223W-IR Wired Indoor/Outdoor Infrared IP Camera - $383.00

Dome Cameras

Dome cameras are simply board cameras built into a dome housing. We offer day-night domes equipped with high- power
infrared LEDs for use indoors, outdoors and low-light conditions.
We also offer a vandal-proof dome camera also known as an armor dome. Armor dome cameras are built with protective casing
that can withstand the whack of a hammer or other attempts to disable it. The armor dome camera is weatherproof.

Pro Series Dome

This professional dome camera is built with a high resolution Sony CCD chip. This make's the
camera extremly sensitive to light and perfect for low-light conditions. Dome is 4" in diameter.
Includes: 12 Volt DC Power Adapter
Specifications: Image Sensor: 1/3” CCD, Resolution: 420 TV Lines,
Min. Illumination: 0.5 Lux (B&W), .1 Lux (Color), Lens: 4mm, Power Required: 12V DC,
Current Consumption: 200mA Max
Black & White
•DC-111W Wired Camera with Plug & Play - $51.00
Color
•DC-111WC Wired Camera with Plug & Play - $123.00

Mini Dome Camera

This mini dome camera is just over 3” in diameter. Dome camera has a Sony ¼" Super HAD
CCD chip. This makes the camera extremely sensitive to light and perfect for low-light conditions.
Black & White
•DC-222W Wired Camera with Plug & Play - $50.00
Color
•DC-222WC Wired Camera with Plug & Play - $119.00
Includes: 12 Volt DC Power Adapter
Specifications: Image Sensor: 1/3” CCD (B&W), 1/4" Sony CCD (Color), Resolution: 380 TV Lines
Min. Illumination: 0.25 Lux (B&W), .5 Lux (Color), Lens: 3.7mm Microlens, Power Required: 12V DC,
Current Consumption: 200mA Max

Day/Night Infrared Dome Camera
This unique day/night dome incorporates a 1/3" Sony CCD chip, which automatically switches from
color to black & white in low-light conditions. It comes with high-power LED’s to enhance low light
viewing and allows you to see up to 20 feet in total darkness. Dome is 4” in diameter.
Color
•DC-1214WC-DN Wired Day/Night Color Dome Camera - $94.00
Includes: 12 Volt DC Power Adapter
Specifications: Image Sensor: 1/3” CCD, Resolution: 400 TV Lines, Min. Illumination: 0.4 Lux
Lens: Pin Hole Lens f3.7/F2.0, Power Required: 12V DC ± 10%, Current Consumption: 110mA Max

Auto Iris Varifocal Dome

This dome camera has a Sony Super HAD CCD chip which makes it extremely sensitive to light and
perfect for low-light conditions. Built-in this dome camera is an auto iris lens which automatically
adusts to changes in light so you get a better image. Manual zoom controls are accessed by
removing the dome cover and adjusting the zoom. Dip switch controls (on the back of the camera
AES, AI, AGC, AWB, BIC, FL) allow you to change various image settings. Dome is 4” in diameter.
Black & White
•DC-311W-AV Wired Camera with Plug & Play - $128.00
Color
•DC-311WC-AV Wired Camera with Plug & Play - $152.00
Includes: 12 Volt DC Power Adapter
Specifications: Image Sensor: 1/3” SONY HAD CCD, Resolution: 420 TV Lines,
Min. Illumination: .1 Lux (Color Mode), .2 Lux (B&W Mode), Lens: 4~9mm AutoIris Vari/F
Power Required: 12V, Current Consumption: 110mA Max (B&W), 120mA Max (Color)

Low Light, Outdoor Bullet Camera

Professional Cameras

This high resolution bullet camera may be used indoors and outdoors and in low-light
conditions. Fully weatherproof camera available in wired or wireless. 4” long.
Specifications: Image Sensor: 1/3” CCD (B&W), 1/4" Color Interline CCD (Color),
Resolution: 380 TV Lines, Min. Illumination: .5 Lux/F1.2 (B&W), 1 Lux/F1.2 (Color), Lens:
3.6mm, Micro lens, Power Required: 12V DC ± 10%, Current Consumption: 200mA Max
Includes: Wireless cameras include FREE 2.4 GHz receiver (a $160.00 value)
Black & White
•BC-113W Weatherproof Wired Camera with Plug & Play - $96.00
•BC-113G Weatherproof Wireless 2.4Ghz B/W Camera - $247.00
Color
•BC-113WC Weatherproof Wired Camera with Plug & Play - $142.00
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•BC-113GC Weatherproof Wireless 2.4Ghz Color Camera - $281.00

Day-Night Color Camera

This color bullet camera has a high quality digital CCD chip that automatically switches from color
to black & white in low light conditions. To enhance low light visibility it has 30 built-in high
infrared illuminators. Fully weatherproof. Comes with mounting bracket.
Specifications: Image Sensor 1/4” COLOR CCD, Resolution 420 TV Lines / 470 TV Lines, Min.
Illumination 1 Lux f2.0, 0 Lux IR ON, Lens 4.3mm F1.8 Board, Power Required DC12V ± 10%,
Current Consumption 110mA (IR Off), 260mA (IR On), 320mA Max
Color
•BC-30WC-DN Color Day/Night Bullet Camera - $87.00
•BC-30GC-DN 2.4Ghz Wireless Color Day/Night Bullet Camera - $283.00
Includes: Wireless cameras include FREE 2.4 GHz receiver (a $160.00 value)

Day/Night Camera with 56 Infrared LEDs

This camera is for outdoor use and low-light situations. This day/night color camera has 56
infrared LEDs which allows you to see and record in total darkness. Wired or wireless model
available. Comes with mounting bracket.
Features: Weather/Tamperproof IR Camera, High Sensitivity Under Total Darkness, Free from
noise, Smear and Heating, Built-In 56 IR Illuminators & 1/3" Sony Super HAD CCD Image Sensor,
See up to 60 feet in total darkness
Specifications: Image Sensor: 1/3” Sony Super HAD CCD, Resolution: 420 TV Lines, Min.
Illumination: 0.05 Lux (Infrared On), Lens: 6.0mm, Power Required: DC 12V, Current
Consumption: 500mA
Color
•BC-60WC-DN Wired Day/Night Professional Camera w/56 LEDs - $138.00
•BC-60GC-DN Wireless Day/Night Professional Camera w/56 LEDs - $303.00
Includes: Wireless cameras include FREE 2.4 GHz receiver (a $160.00 value)

220x Day/Night Zoom Camera

This color Day/Night zoom camera automatically switches from color to black &
white in low-light conditions. Uses Super Sony HAD design to remove electronic
holes which reduces noise level. Unique digital slow shutter to allow more light
which creates better viewing in low-light conditions. Can be controlled via
buttons on camera back. Great for use with our outdoor infrared illuminator.
Unbelievable picture, highest quality!
Specifications: Image Sensor: 1/4” Sony Color CCD, Resolution: 480 TV Lines,
Min. Illumination: .01 Lux, Lens: 220x zoom, Power Required: 12V
Includes: 12 Volt Power Supply •PC-220WC-DN Day/Night Zoom Camera - $504.00

The Cyber Eye

Available in Black or White

Back of
Camera

The Cyber Eye is an infrared, B/W, digital surveillance camera that senses the image of an
intruder and automatically records it to memory. It’s easy to install and very small, 2-1/4"(H) X
3-1/4"(W) X 3" (D). This camera is great for catching someone sneaking around your house or
you can put it in your car and aim it out the window (cigarette lighter or 9V battery adaptor
required). You can set the pictures to be taken at 1-60 second intervals (UP TO 680 FRAMES).
Automatic time/date stamp is added to each picture. You can view the saved images by disarming
unit with the remote and connecting it to the RCA video input jack of a TV included cable. The
camera’s 8mm lens with built-in infrared allows the capture of images in the dark (up to 10 feet
away). Includes: 2 remote controls, a power adapter, and a video cable. Specifications: Image
Sensor: 1/4” CMOS Black & White, Resolution: 320 x 240, Power Required: 9V/300mA (AC Power
Adapter) •IC-100A-W (White) $249.00 •IC-100A-B (Black) $249.00

Board Cameras

Black & White Closed Board Camera

Not your typical board camera. This camera and circuit board is enclosed in a protective metal
casing with bracket. This color camera has 6 super LEDs for night vision. Camera features low
power consumption and also has RCA connections for compatibility with most TVs.
Includes: 12 Volt DC Power Adapter and mounting bracket
Specifications: Image Sensor: 1/3" CCD, Lens: 3.6mm wide angle, Resolution: 380 TV lines
Min. Illumination: .5 Lux, Power: 12 volt
Black & White
•BD-117W-IR Black & White Closed Board Camera - $51.00

High Resolution CMOS Camera with Audio
Very small (3/4'' x 3/4'') audio/video camera. High resolution CMOS camera. Finally CMOS
technology that virtually matches CCD quality at half the size. Plastic ABS enclosure.
Includes: 9 Volt power supply.
Specifications: Image Sensor: 1/3" CMOS, Resolution 400 Lines, Min. Illumination: .5 Lux(B/W)
1 Lux(Color), Lens: 3.7mm (B/W), 6mm (Color), Current Consumption:26mA Max.
Color
Black & White
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•BD-127W Wired Camera with Plug & Play - $26.00 •BD-127WC Wired Camera with Plug & Play - $43.00

Speed Dome Cameras
Speed Dome Camera

This high-tech camera in a rugged weatherproof housing is perfect for indoor or outdoor applications.
Full pan/tilt/zoom capability allows for 360 continuous monitoring. It is designed to operate in any
weather conditions and has a built-in heater. Perfect for monitoring businesses, buildings, streets,
parking lots, etc.
Features: 230X Color/black zoom camera, 1/4" CCD, 480 TV lines,color
0.1 LUX ,black and white 0.01 LUX, auto focus, inside 23X optics/10X electronic
zoom,lens(F=1.5,F=3.9mm-90mm),auto iris.
•PTZ-DOME Speed Dome Camera - $793.00

High Speed Dome Camera

This high speed dome camera may be used indoors or outdoors and is fully weatherproof. It is
designed to operate in any weather conditions and has a built-in heater. This camera uses
cutting-edge technology including a high performance camera with a PTZ lens, rapid positioning, the
ability to automatically adjust to changes in light and object distances, 360° continuous monitoring.
Perfect for monitoring businesses, buildings, streets, parking lots, etc.
Features: 128 preset arbitrary storage, orientation exactitude, 360° continuous monitoring, speed:
0.5º-280º(64 level shift) without blind spot, vertical orientation is 180°, 216X color/black IR zoom
camera, 1/4" CCD, 480 TV lines, color 0.1 LUX, black & white 0.002LUX, IR(on) 0 LUX, auto focus,
inside 18X optics/12X electronic zoom, lens(4.1-73.8mm), auto iris.
•PTZ-DOMEHS High Speed Dome Camera - $1,836.00

Dummy Cameras

Dummy cameras are non-functioning security cameras used to deter robbery, theft, and vandalism. However, they look just like
real surveillance cameras. Four of our dummy cameras have a blinking red LED and operate on batteries. Three models even
have fake power cords which make the dummy cameras almost exact replicas of real cameras. Although dummy cameras won't
catch a criminal, studies have shown that just the presence of a camera has prevented crimes.

Professional Dummy Camera

This camera housing dummy
camera looks just like the real
thing. Real camera housing
without the camera. Features a
flashing LED, real video cable,
weatherproof aluminum housing,
and fully adjustable metal
mounting bracket. Installs easily
using stainless steel screws.
Specifications: Measures 10 3/4"
long (rain shield extends 2 more
inches) x 4" round. Operates on 2
"AA" batteries (not included).
•DM-PROL Professional Dummy Camera w/ LED - $23.00

Dome Dummy Camera with Flashing LED
This dome surveillance dummy camera looks
just like the real thing. Real camera housing
without the camera. Features a flashing LED and
metal mounting bracket. Installs easily using
stainless steel screws. This unit contains a
flashing red LED light which draws extra
attention to the camera, particularly at night.
Specifications: Base measures 3 7/8" across
and the dome is 2 3/4" high. Operates on 2
"AA" batteries (not included).
•DM-DOML Dome Dummy Camera w/ Flashing LED - $16.00

Dome Dummy Camera
This dome surveillance dummy camera looks just
like the real thing. Real camera housing without
the camera. Includes metal mounting bracket.
Installs easily using stainless steel screws.
Specifications: Base measures 3 7/8" across
and the dome is 2 3/4" high. Does not include
LED
•DM-DOME Dome Dummy Camera - $11.00

Boxed Housing Dummy Camera

This camera housing dummy camera looks
just like the real thing. Real camera
housing without the camera. Features a
flashing LED, real video cable,
weatherproof aluminum housing, and fully
adjustable metal mounting bracket. Installs
easily using stainless steel screws.
Features: authentic video cable, durable
metal housing and can be used both
indoors and outdoors.
Specifications: Measures: 7 1/8 x 2 1/8 x
2 1/4" (excluding mounting bracket).
Operates on one "C" battery (not included).
Will operate for approximately six months
on one battery.
•DM-BOXL Dummy Camera In Boxed Housing - $26.00

Professional Dummy Camera with Flashing LED
This camera housing dummy
camera looks just like the real
thing. Real camera housing
without the camera. Features
a flashing LED, real video
cable, weatherproof aluminum
housing, and fully adjustable
metal mounting bracket.
Installs easily using stainless
steel screws.
Features: authentic video
cable, durable metal housing and can be used both
indoors and outdoors.
Specifications: Measures: 10 x 4 x 4" (mounting
bracket 10”).
Operates on one "C" battery (not included). Will operate
for approximately six months on one battery.
•DM-PROFlash Dome Dummy Camera - $26.00
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Bug Detectors
If you think that someone is listening to your conversations or is watching you with a hidden camera, a bug detector will help you
find the hidden microphone or camera. Our bug detectors act as sweepers. You can turn them on and walk through a room. If
any frequencies are detected the bug detector will notify you. The bug detectors below are also radio frequency (RF) scanners as
well. They will detect anything putting off RF energy. When searching your home or office for bugs be sure to search everywhere.
Bugs come in many shapes and sizes some being smaller than a penny.

Frequency Counter

Bug Detector with Strength Meter

Latest Technology in hand-held radio frequency
detection. Uses the latest micro processor circuitry
for the most accurate detection of wireless
transmission. Built-in signal strength meter and
sensitivity control. LCD screen displays actual
frequency that is being detected. This unit is loaded
with features.

High quality hand held bug detector great for detecting
wireless audio/video products. Built-in signal strength
meter and sensitivity control. Full detection range from
1 MHz to 3 GHz.
Includes: Antenna and charger.

Includes: Low frequency antenna, high frequency
antenna and charger.
Specifications:
Frequency Range=1MHz to 3 GHz
Battery=5 x AA 600m/AH NiCd
Battery Life=6HRs in use/500 stand by
Ant. Impedance=50 OhmsFrequency
Display=10 Digit Liq. Crystal
Silent Alert Mode=Yes
Beeper=Yes
Low Battery Indicator=Yes
Barograph=Ultra Sensitive 5 Sections
Dimensions=3.3" x 2.7" x 1.2".
•AVD-110 High End Frequency Counter
- $184.00

Specifications:
Frequency Range=1MHz to 3 GHz
Battery=5 x AA 600m/AH NiCd
Battery Life=6HRs in use/500
stand by
Ant. Impedance=50 Ohms
Frequency Display= 30Hr. Real/
960Hr. Time Lapse
Silent Alert Mode=No
Beeper=Yes
Low Battery Indicator=No
Barograph=Ultra Sensitive 5
Sections
Dimensions=3.9" x 2.75" x 1.2"
•AVD-101 Bug Detector with
Strength Meter - $281.00

288 or 576 Hour Digital Phone/Room Recorder
There are many reasons why conversations may need to be recorded, and using the latest technology will allow
users to do so with convenience and speed. With our audio recorders you can record phone or room conversations.
This digital phone/room recorders eliminate the need for cassette tapes and tape flipping. Digital recordings can be
played, replayed and recorded over without a loss in recording quality. All of our phone/room recorders have a
voice activation feature which saves hours by only recording when sound is detected. Digital phone/room
recorders are silent because there are no running tapes. All recorders have a USB port for connection to your
computer. Choose from a 288 or 576 hour digital recorder.
Features:
- New Slim Compact design - Built-in high quality microphone - FSTN LCD, supporting multi-language display WAV encoding for better quality sound recording - Voice-Operated Recording (VOR) and edit function - A-B
segment repeation - 4 default folders / 800 files (200 files for 1 folder) recordable - Recording via external
microphone & recording for telephone - Real clock to register recording time - Built-in hi-fi amplifier and HQ
speaker - USB port to connect to PC Specification: - Recording time: Up to 288/576 hours - Recording format: SP,
LP - Output(s): earphone jack - Input(s): external microphone jack - Power requirements: DC 1.5V with “AAA” x 1
battery - Dimension(HWD): 4”×1”×1/2” - Weight: 2 oz •DPR-288 - $92.00 •DPR-576 - $109.00

Black & White and Color Quad
A quad is an accessory to your surveillance system that splits a video monitor into 4 screens. Without a quad you would only be
able view one camera at a time. A quad is only needed when you are using more than one camera and using a VCR or VISEC to
record or when you are only monitoring and not recording at all.
The quads are high resolution real time quads that support up to 4 cameras. You also have the ability to playback and zoom in on
recorded video. There are other products out there that can split a screen more than four ways. However, video quality worsens
the more ways you split a screen. A quad is not needed when using a DVR to record because DVRs have a built-in quad.
Features include: Full duplex allows transfer of recording and playback video at the same
time. 2x2 zoom, 60 frames per second, Real time clock, Title generator, On-screen
display, No boarder for full quad display, 2H adaptive comb filters for Y/C separation
•QD-104 Black/White 4 Channel Quad - $62.00 •QD-904R Color 4 Channel Quad - $116.00
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Camera and Surveillance Accessories

Camera Brackets

Camera brackets are used to
mount cameras to ceilings, walls
and buildings.
•BR-211-MW Camera Bracket
4" to 6" Curved w/Ceiling Clip
WHITE - $12.00

Amplified Microphone

This amplified
microphone is used to
boost sound within a
20-30 foot range. Can
be used with any
recording device or
system with audio
recording capabilities.
Specifications: Omni directional,
Sensitivity: -48dB, Frequency 20-20K Hz,
S/N Ratio more than 58dB, Impedance
600ohms 20%(at 1K Hz), Power Input:
DC-12V, Power Current: 20mA, Output: RCA
•MIC-AMP Amplified Microphone - $26.00

Camera Housing

Audio Pick Up Microphone
This microphone is
used to pick-up
sound in a room.
Use with our wired
cameras and wired
surveillance
systems.
Specifications: Omni directional,
High Gain: -40db Can draw power
directly from camera or plug into wall
outlet (12V)
•MIC-PICKUP Amplified Microphone
w/ Pick Up Box - $26.00

Not intended for covert audio recording. Check local laws.

8GB Memory Card

Memory Card Reader

8 GB memory card used
to store high-quality
digital still shots and
video camera
recordings. Can be used
in any of our hidden
cameras with built-in
DVR.
• SD-CARD 8 GB
Memory Card - $43.00

Passive Baluns

Passive baluns allow you to
boost your signal when you
have to use multiple cables
so you don't loose quality.
Easy installation. Built-in
surge protector. Can extend
cable up to 1800 feet for
black & white, 1200 feet for
color without loss of
transmission.
•NT-601 Balun (Pair) - $21.00

8 Hour VHS Tape

Protect your cameras
from weather and
vandalism. 12”
indoor/outdoor
aluminum housing
and 8 inch aluminum
mounting bracket.
•HOU-12 12" Housing - $57.00

•VHS-8 - $12.00

This is a
standard 8
hour VHS
cassette
tape. It can
be used
in any VCRs.

2.4 GHz Receiver - 4 Channel

FREE with all 2.4 GHz wireless cameras.
Receive up to 4 channels of wireless video
with transmitters and receiver. Built-in
directional antenna and manual channel
switcher. Includes: RCA video outputs,
power supply and RCA cable.
•TR-2.4 2.4 GHz Transmitter & Receiver $160.00
•TR-2.4-HP 2.4 GHz High Power
Transmitter & Receiver - $255.00

Lets you conveniently
transfer still shots and
video recordings from
memory cards to mobile
phones, computers,
laptops, cameras, PDAs
and other devices.
• SD-READ Memory
Card Reader $13.00

Power & Video All in One
Camera Cables

Cable Connectors

Connectors are used to connect cable
to cable or used as adaptors.

Comes with extra RCA and BNC
connections so it works with all 12
volt wired video cameras. Eliminates
the need to run separate power
cable.
Plug and Play Cables
•CA-25 25' Cable 12v - $17.00
•CA-50 50' Cable 12v - $21.00
•CA-100 100' Cable 12v - $28.00
•CA-150 150' Cable 12v - $34.00

•BNC-001-DF BNC Male to BNC
Coupler - $2.00
•BNC-001-RB RCA Plug TO BNC Jack
Adapter - $2.00
•BNC-001-MR BNC Male to RCA Jack
Power Supplies &
Adapter - $2.00
Battery Packs
•CL-12V Cigarette
Lighter Adapter •BP-LL-9V 9V Battery Pack
$11.00
- $14.00

•AC-9500 9v Power
Supply - $9.00
•AC-12500 12 Volt Power
Supply, 500mAh - $14.00
•AC-121A 12 Volt Power
Supply, 1000mAh - $24.00

•AC-2410 24 Volt Power
Supply, 10VA, Screw
Terminal - $9.00
•AC-2420 24 Volt Power
Supply, 20VA, Screw
Terminal - $12.00

12 Volt Rechargeable 300mAh Battery Pack
•BP-12300 - $23.00
•BP-12300CH - Charger for BP-12300 - $44.00
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Camera and Surveillance Accessories
Pan/Tilt/Zoom Control Board

Outdoor Infrared Illuminators are light magnifiers.

If you are using a PTZ camera
without a DVR with PTZ controls,
then you will need this PTZ Control
Board.
Features: LCD display, control
keys, joystick, can control up to
128 speed domes or decoders, full
lens and speed control of cameras,
manual or automatic control.

They’re made to work next to a black & white camera to improve
the image quality in low-light conditions. Illuminators are
weather-proof for outdoor use and can see in total darkness.
All-weather aluminum, ABS engineering plastic and reinforced
glass. Brackets included.
Illuminating Range: 30’~60’, Consumed Power:
6W, Size: 3.14”(H) X 3.14”(W) X 2.75”(D),
Weight: 10.5 oz., Angle: 60°, Input Power:
DC12V 500mA, Wavelength: 850nm
•IR-10M - $41.00

Specifications: Power: DC12V, Connection: RS-485, Range:
1500M (0.5MM twisted pair), Size: 7.9”(L) x 6.6”(W) x
1.8”(H) •PTZ-CONTROL PTZ Control Board - $204.00

Multi-Power Supplies connect multiple cameras into

Illuminating Range: 90’~180’, Consumed
Power: 18W, Size: 5”(H) X 6.5”(W) X
4.5”(D), Weight: 30 oz., Angle: 80°, Input
Power: DC12V 1500mA, Wavelength:
850nm
•IR-30M - $89.00

one power box.

•MPS-12DC-4UL 4
Camera 12 Volt
Power Supply $108.00
•MPS-12DC-9UL 9
Camera 12 Volt
Power Supply $128.00
•MPS-12DC-16UL
16 Camera 12 Volt
Power Supply $223.00

Illuminating Range: 150’~210’, Consumed
Power: 25W, Size: 3”(H) X 4”(W) X
10”(D), Weight: 37 oz., Angle: 60°, Input
Power: AC110V or AC220V (Switch
Power), Wavelength: 850nm
•IR-60M - $119.00

LCD Video Monitors

Having a monitor with your surveillance system is necessary for viewing the video captured by the cameras and recorded
by the video recorder. Our high-quality LCD Video Monitors provide an ideal viewing screen. Just hook a monitor up to
your DVR and see what your cameras see. A VGA converter (included) is required for connecting a camera or VCR to the
monitor. Available in four affordable sizes: 7 inch, 14 inch, 17 inch and 20 inch. Monitor brands may vary.
7 Inch LCD Video Monitor
•LCD-7 7" LCD Video Monitor
1024x768 - $340.00
Specifications: Brightness: 500nits,
Resolution: 480x234, View angle:
Top 60, Bottom 40, Left 60, Right
60, Power Consumption: 16W(max),
Power Input: +12V, Video Input: AV
Input x 2, Front Video Input x 1,
Sound Dual IR transmitter, Phone
Jack, Control Function On Screen
Key Control
17 Inch LCD Video Monitor
•LCD-17 17" LCD Video
Monitor 1280 x 1024 $561.00
Supports CCTV Camera input
with a wide viewing angle.
Sharp images at a maximum
resolution of up to 1280 x
1024 pixels
Specifications: Brightness
(cd/m2): 300, Resolution (H x
V): 1,280 x 1,024 SXGA,
Resolution compatibility: VGA, SVGA, XGA, Contrast ratio:
450:1, Pixel pitch (H x V): 0.088 x 0.264mm, Response
time: 12ms, Video Input: VGA, VGA to RCA Converter
Included, Stereo mini jack x 1 (PC), Speaker (built-in,
stereo): 10W x 2

14 Inch LCD Video Monitor
•LCD-14 14" LCD Video Monitor
1024x768 - $425.00
Specifications: Brightness (cd/m2):
200, Resolution (H x V): 1,024 x 768
XGA, Resolution compatibility: VGA,
SVGA, XGA, Contrast ratio: 300:1, Pixel
pitch (H x V): 0.240 x 0.240mm,
Response time: 25ms, Video Input: VGA,
VGA to RCA Converter Included, Stereo
mini jack x 1 (PC), Speaker (built-in,
stereo): 10W x 2
20 Inch LCD Video Monitor
•LCD-20 20" LCD Video Monitor
1280 x 1024 - $578.00
Maximum resolution of up to 1600 x
1200 pixels and 16.7 million colors.
Produces sharp clarity and smooth
video images 180-degree swivel stand.
Specifications: Brightness (cd/m2):
260, Resolution (H x V): 1,280 x 1,024
SXGA, Resolution compatibility: VGA,
SVGA, XGA, Contrast ratio: 450:1, Pixel
pitch (H x V): 0.088 x 0.264mm, Response time: 12ms, Video
Input: AV Input, Stereo mini jack x 1 (PC), Speaker (built-in,
stereo): 10W x 2

